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®rst-order transition does not exhibit any broadening as a function
of pressure16.
We conclude that the T 3/2 power law of the resistivity in MnSi and
in related pure systems (under investigation) is not consistent with
current models of itinerant-electron ferromagnetism. The origin of
this form of r(T) may lie in extremely subtle effects of disorder in
the highest-purity samples, pointing at an entirely unexpected and
new aspect of the metallic state. It is more likely, however, to lie in a
diffusive motion of the electrons resulting from the interactions
among the itinerant electrons themselves. This constitutes a breakdown of the Fermi-liquid or NFFL model, long assumed to be valid
for the normal state of itinerant-electron ferromagnets.
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Devices that convert information from one form into another
according to a de®nite procedure are known as automata. One
such hypothetical device is the universal Turing machine1, which
stimulated work leading to the development of modern computers. The Turing machine and its special cases2, including ®nite
automata3, operate by scanning a data tape, whose striking
analogy to information-encoding biopolymers inspired several
designs for molecular DNA computers4±8. Laboratory-scale computing using DNA and human-assisted protocols has been
demonstrated9±15, but the realization of computing devices operating autonomously on the molecular scale remains rare16±20. Here
we describe a programmable ®nite automaton comprising DNA
and DNA-manipulating enzymes that solves computational problems autonomously. The automaton's hardware consists of a
restriction nuclease and ligase, the software and input are encoded
by double-stranded DNA, and programming amounts to choosing
appropriate software molecules. Upon mixing solutions containing these components, the automaton processes the input molecule via a cascade of restriction, hybridization and ligation cycles,
producing a detectable output molecule that encodes the automaton's ®nal state, and thus the computational result. In our
implementation 1012 automata sharing the same software run
independently and in parallel on inputs (which could, in principle,
be distinct) in 120 ml solution at room temperature at a combined
rate of 109 transitions per second with a transition ®delity greater
than 99.8%, consuming less than 10-10 W.
A ®nite automaton3 is a notional computing machine that
operates on ®nite sequences of symbols. The machine can be in
one of a ®nite number of internal states, of which one is designated
an initial state and some are designated accepting states. Its software
consists of transition rules, each specifying a next state based on the
current state and the current symbol. It is initially positioned on the
leftmost input symbol in the initial state. In each transition the
machine moves one symbol to the right, changing its internal state
according to one of the applicable transition rules. Alternatively, it
may `suspend' without completing the computation if no transition
rule applies. A computation terminates on processing the last input
symbol. An automaton is said to accept an input if a computation
on this input terminates in an accepting ®nal state.
The basic features and processes of a ®nite automaton with two
internal states (S0 and S1) and an alphabet comprising two
input symbols a and b are shown in Fig. 1. This automaton can
have eight possible transition rules (T1±T8; Fig. 1c), and programming amounts to selecting some of these transition rules and
deciding which internal states are accepting. There are 255 possible
transition-rule selections and 3 possible selections of accepting
states (either S0 or S1, or both), resulting in 765 syntactically
distinct programs. A selection of such programs (A2±A7) is
shown in Fig. 1d.
The design of our molecular ®nite automaton incorporates ideas
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from designs for molecular Turing machines5,8. Its hardware consists
of a mixture of the class IIS restriction nuclease FokI, T4 DNA ligase
and ATP, while the software comprises eight short double-stranded
(ds) DNA molecules, the `transition molecules' (Fig. 2a), which
encode the eight possible transition rules (Fig. 1c). A dsDNA
molecule encodes the initial state of the automaton and the input
(Fig. 2b), with six base pairs (bp) coding for one input symbol
(Fig. 2c). The system also contains `peripherals', two outputdetection molecules of different lengths (Fig. 2d), each of which
can interact selectively with a different output molecule to form an
output-reporting molecule that indicates a ®nal state and can be
readily detected by gel electrophoresis. The computation starts
when the hardware, software and input are all mixed together and
runs autonomously, if possible till termination. If the peripherals
are also mixed then output reporters are formed in situ on
termination.
The automaton processes the input as shown in Fig. 2e. First, the
input is cleaved by FokI, thereby exposing a four-nucleotide sticky
end that encodes the initial state and the ®rst input symbol. The
computation proceeds via a cascade of transition cycles. In each
cycle the sticky end of an applicable transition molecule ligates to
the sticky end of the input molecule, detecting the current state and
the current symbol. The product is cleaved by FokI inside the next
symbol encoding, exposing a new four-nucleotide sticky end. The
design of the transition molecules ensures that the 6-bp-long
encodings of the input symbols a and b are cleaved by FokI at
only two different `frames'5, the leftmost frame encoding the state S1
and the rightmost frame encoding S0 (Fig. 2c). The exact next
restriction site and thus the next internal state are determined by the
current state and the size of the spacers (Fig. 2a, green) in an
applicable transition molecule. The computation proceeds until no
transition molecule matches the exposed sticky end of the input or
until the special terminator symbol is cleaved, forming an output
molecule that has a sticky end encoding the ®nal state. In a step
extraneous to the computation and analogous to a `print' instruction of a conventional computer, this sticky end ligates to one of two
output detectors and the resultant output reporter is identi®ed by
gel electrophoresis.
We tested the operation of the automaton by running it with a
selection of programs on various inputs (Fig. 3a). Each lane in the
gel-electrophoresis image presents the result of running an indicated program on a speci®ed input, showing the predicted output
reporters in all cases or suspending where expected. The incorrect
formation of a small amount of S1-R in an A6-aba computation and
the formation of an unidenti®ed product in an A5-aba computation
are under investigation. Figure 3b shows computations of automaton A1 (Fig. 1a) on 6-symbol-long inputs, producing the
expected outputs.
In all reactions, each input molecule initiates an independent
parallel computation. Thus, the results depicted in Figs 3a and b
represent 1012 automata operating in parallel. To illustrate this
independence, we ran the same program on a mixture of two
different inputs. Figure 3c shows that both output reporters were
formed when expected. In the case of expected suspension on one of
the inputs, a single correct reporter was formed.
We also tested a non-deterministic automaton A7 (Fig. 1d). Only
computations on input aabb reached the accepting state S0, though
some computations on this input reached state S1 and some
suspended owing to different non-deterministic choices, as
expected (Fig. 3d). Although the deterministic equivalent of A7
requires three states and cannot be programmed in our system,
using a non-deterministic approach in real applications is disadvantageous as the yield decreases exponentially with the number of
non-deterministic choices made during a computation.
We validated the mechanism of operation (Fig. 2e) by the results
of three experiments: omission of single components, analysis of the
intermediates, and measurement of computation ®delity (Fig. 4).
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First, we ran A1 on ababaa, omitting a single reaction component
at a time (Fig. 4a). No output reporters could be detected once an
essential component was omitted except for the case of T6 removal,
an incorrectness similar to the case of the A6-aba computation. In
addition, omitting ligase did not seem to impair the formation of
the output molecule, although without ligase the reporter could not
be detected. The possibility of ligase-free computing is under
investigation.
In the second experiment, we analysed the sizes of computation
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Figure 1 Finite automata with two states (S0 and S1) and two symbols (a and b).
a, Diagram representing the automaton A1 accepting inputs with an even number of b
symbols. Incoming unlabelled arrow represents the initial state, labelled arrows represent
transition rules, and the double circle represents an accepting state. b, An example
computation over abaaba. Each row represents an intermediate con®guration, showing
the current state of the automaton and the remaining symbols to be processed. The
transition rule taking a con®guration to its successor is shown on the right. c, A list of all
eight possible transition rules of a two-state two-symbol automaton. d, Six other automata
programs used to test the molecular implementation and the sets of inputs they accept.
Non-deterministic automaton A7 has two transitions T7 and T8 applicable to the same
con®guration. A computation of A7 ending in an accepting state uses T8 for all b symbols
except the last, and uses T7 for the last b.
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Figure 2 Design details and mechanism of operation of the molecular ®nite automaton.
a, Structure of the transition molecules. A transition molecule detects the current state
and symbol and determines the next state. It consists of hstate, symboli detector (blue),
Fok I recognition site (red) and spacer (green) that determines the location of the Fok I
cleavage site inside the next symbol encoding, which in turn de®nes a next state. 1-bp
spacers effect S1 to S0 transition, 3-bp maintain the current state, and 5-bp transfer S0 to

S1. b, Structure of an input molecule. c, The encoding for the input symbols a, b, and
terminator (sense strands) and the sequences of the hstate, symboli sticky ends.
d, Structure of the output-detection molecules. e, A sample processing of an input
a
molecule beginning with ab. The S0 ¡¡¡!S0 rule is applied to the ®rst intermediate
con®guration molecule. The detection is illustrated for S0 output.

intermediates (Fig. 4b). The A1 program with input ababaa uses all
its transition molecules in the order T1, T4, T6, T7 in the ®rst four
cycles. Thus, removal of each transition molecule would suspend
the computation in each of its ®rst four intermediates. These
molecules would accumulate, `waiting' for hybridization with the
missing transition molecule, together with the product of the
reverse ligation with a fragment restricted at the previous cycle
(Fig. 2e). This experiment was performed with a 32P-labelled ababaa
input. The expected sizes of the intermediates were compared to the
actual sizes obtained using a calibration curve based on the
standards ladder. The correctness of this measurement is 61%
(63.5 bp). The sizes of the `restricted' (lower) bands are shown in
the following (measured, predicted) pairs for each removed

transition molecule: (-T1): (365 6 4, 360); (-T4): (357 6 4, 354);
(-T6): (352 6 4, 350); (-T7): (344 6 4, 344). The differences
between the lengths of the intermediates are 8, 5 and 8 bp
between the ®rst and second, second and third, and third and
fourth intermediates, respectively. The predicted values are 6, 4
and 6 bp, respectively. These data support the proposed mechanism within the experimental error. More precise experiments are
under way.
In the third experiment, we measured the computation ®delity by
increasing the detection sensitivity using 32P-labelled output detectors. In two computations with opposite predicted outputs, no
incorrect products could be detected even after prolonged exposure.
Given the detection limit, the overall ®delity of the computations is
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Figure 3 Running automaton programs on inputs. a, Experimental testing of automaton
programs A1±A6 (Fig. 1a and d). The molecules in each lane are the output-detection
molecules S0-D and S1-D, molecules encoding intermediate con®gurations capped by
yet-to-be-processed input molecules and followed by output-reporting molecules S0-R or
S1-R, which are missing in case the computation suspends (for example, A2, `at most one
b', suspends on aabb). Expected locations of different species and a size marker of 200 bp
are indicated by arrows to the left. Input molecules are speci®ed below each lane, and
expected outputs (S0, S1 or suspension (x)) are indicated above each lane. Reactions with
the same software are grouped in triplets, the software indicated below. I&IC, input and
intermediate con®gurations. b, Computations with A1 software performed over 6-symbollong input molecules. All inputs are of the same size, shown on a reference lane. c, Parallel
computation. Input mixture composition and the software used are indicated below the
lanes. d, Demonstration of a non-deterministic computation.

at least 99%, implying more than 99.8% ®delity per transition
(Fig. 4c).
We have estimated the computing performance and energy
consumption of the system. A computation over 2.5 pmol (1.5 ´
1012 molecules) of a 4-symbol-long input rendered output-reporting molecules with ,50% yield, producing 7.5 ´ 1011 outputs in
4,000 s. As each output is the result of ®ve transitions, the computing performance is of the order of 109 transitions per second. As for
energy consumptionÐin each transition two ATP molecules were
consumed, releasing 1.5 ´ 10-19 J. Multiplying this number by the
transition rate provides an energy consumption rate of ,10-10 J s-1,
or 10-10 W. Cost of construction of the input, software and hardware
is not normally included when measuring the energy consumption
of electronic computers and is not included here, although our
present system will require recycling of `software molecules' and of
course additional energy to separate and `read' the output via gel
electrophoresis. This adds a signi®cant continuing energy cost not
normally encountered in electronic computers.
Any increase in the complexity of our system (number of symbols
times the number of states) is bounded from above by the number
of different non-palindromic sticky ends. The distribution between
states and symbols depends on the length of the spacer between the
NATURE | VOL 414 | 22 NOVEMBER 2001 | www.nature.com

S0-D
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 4 Veri®cation of the operation mechanism. a, Identi®cation of the essential
components. Each lane is a computation reaction with one component omitted (above).
The ligase or ATP-free reactions were identical and are represented by one lane. b, Close
inspection of the reaction intermediates analysed by native PAGE (5%). Sample
composition is indicated above the gel image. The ababaa lane contains labelled input.
`All components' lane is an output-detectors-free A1 computation, performed for
reference. All other lanes lack the indicated components. The size markers are indicated
to the left. c, An estimation of system ®delity analysed by native PAGE (6%). The
composition of different lanes is as follows: 1, pure labelled S0-D; 2, pure labelled S1-D;
3, input-free computation reaction; 4, pure labelled ababaa; 5, pure labelled aabaaa; 6, a
computation reaction over ababaa with unlabelled input and labelled output-detection
molecules; 7, a similar reaction over aabaaa. Locations of the different components and
the size markers of 200 bp and 300 bp are indicated on the left.

recognition site and the restriction site of the particular restriction
enzyme employed, with FokI enabling a machine with at most three
states and several tens of symbols. But the discovery or engineering
of new class IIS enzymes with longer spacers and/or longer sticky
ends21 might allow the construction of automata with increased
complexity, linearly related to size of the spacer and exponentially
M
related to the size of the sticky end formed on restriction.

Methods
Synthetic DNA
Double-stranded synthetic DNA molecules were prepared by annealing 2,000 pmol of
commercially obtained deoxyoligonucleotides (Sigma-Genosys) in a ®nal volume of
10 ml of 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl.
The annealing was performed by heating the solution to 94 8C followed by slow
cooling. The formation of a duplex was con®rmed by native PAGE (20%). The
oligomers were 59-phosphorylated and PAGE-puri®ed by the supplier and used
without further puri®cation.

Input molecules
These were constructed stepwise by ligating one or more synthetic DNA segments of the
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desired sequence to a 1,457-bp fragment obtained by digestion of the pBluescript II SK+
plasmid (Stratagene) with FokI, followed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) ampli®cation of the coding segment and a 300- or 325-bp tail region. The sequences of the
resulting input molecules were con®rmed by sequencing.

Output-detecting molecules
The output-detecting molecule for the S0 output (S0-D) was formed by ligating a
synthetic adapter of 30 bp containing a FokI recognition site to a 181-bp fragment
obtained by digesting the pBluescript II SK+ plasmid with FokI, PCR ampli®cation and
additional FokI digestion to form the 160-bp fragment bearing the desired sticky end. The
output-detecting molecule for the S1 output (S1-D) was obtained by PCR ampli®cation of
a 285-bp fragment corresponding to positions 1,762±2,047 of the pBluescript II SK+
plasmid followed by FokI digestion of the PCR product to form a 250-bp fragment.

Computation reactions
Reactions were set by mixing 2.5 pmol of the input molecule, 1.5 pmol of each outputdetection molecule and 15 pmol of each transition molecule with 12 units of FokI and
120 units of T4 DNA Ligase (both from New England Biolabs) in 120 ml of NEB4 buffer
supplemented with 1 mM ATP and incubating at 18 8C for 70 min. In case of multiple
inputs in the same reaction, equal amounts were used, summing up to 2.5 pmol. The
mixtures were puri®ed by the Qiagen PCR puri®cation kit and eluted using 30 ml EB
buffer (Qiagen). Aliquots (10 ml) were assayed by gel electrophoresis using 3% MetaPhor
agarose (FMC Bioproducts) unless indicated otherwise. The lengths of the DNA species
were veri®ed using a commercial 50-bp DNA step ladder (Promega). To further con®rm
that output reporting molecules were formed as expected, we ampli®ed by PCR and
sequenced the output-detection molecule/output molecule junction region in both
output-reporting molecules S0-R and S1-R and found the expected sequences (not
shown).
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Understanding the doping mechanisms in the simplest superconducting copper oxideÐthe in®nite-layer compound ACuO2
(where A is an alkaline earth metal)Ðis an excellent way of
investigating the pairing mechanism in high-transition-temperature (high-Tc) superconductors more generally1±4. Gate-induced
modulation of the carrier concentration5±7 to obtain superconductivity is a powerful means of achieving such understanding: it
minimizes the effects of potential scattering by impurities, and of
structural modi®cations arising from chemical dopants. Here we
report the transport properties of thin ®lms of the in®nite-layer
compound CaCuO2 using ®eld-effect doping. At high hole- and
electron-doping levels, superconductivity is induced in the nominally insulating material. Maximum values of Tc of 89 K and 34 K
are observed respectively for hole- and electron-type doping of
around 0.15 charge carriers per CuO2. We can explore the whole
doping diagram of the CuO2 plane while changing only a single
electric parameter, the gate voltage.
In 1988 Siegrist et al. were the ®rst to synthesize an in®nite-layer
copper oxide (ILCO)8. Because of their structural simplicity (Fig. 1),
ILCOs are ideally suited as model systems providing insights into
mechanisms of high-Tc superconductivity in copper oxides9. But
the undoped compound, prepared8 under ambient pressure with
the composition Ca0.86Sr0.14CuO2, exhibits only antiferromagnetic
and no superconducting properties10. Later, n-type doping was
obtained with the bulk compound Sr12x Lnx CuO2 (x # 0:1±0:15)
synthesized under a pressure of 3±6 GPa (refs 1, 11±14). In addition, electron-doped, pseudomorphically stabilized thin ®lms were
also grown using various techniques15±17. Superconducting transitions were observed in these doped compounds with a maximum Tc
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Figure 1 Schematic structure of the in®nite-layer compound CaCuO2. This is the
`parent structure' of the layered high-temperature superconductors. The structure is
tetragonal, and consists of CuO2 planes and cationic Ca planes, alternately stacked along
the c-axis.
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